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What is a Please Go Away™ Vacations 
“Classic Collection” Experience? 

 
 
 
 
It is the fastest growing type of travel experience with the highest satisfaction rating!   
 
Our Classic Collection features both City Classics and Country Classics.  What makes the Classic 
Collection so unique and exciting is that one flies (sometimes Amtrak is used) to an exciting destination 
where you stay the entire time in a strategically located and top quality hotel or inn.  You unpack and 
pack only once and from this one location you take daily included in depth personally escorted excur-
sions to experience ethnic food offerings and major “sites and sights” of the area.   
 
There is always something to do, but at the same time you have freedom of choice to not do any 
of the included items, or to do “your own thing”; like visiting relatives, playing golf, attending a 
stage production you have always wanted to see, going hiking, going bike riding, or whatever 
else suits your fancy (these are all examples of things members have chosen to do on previous 
Classics).  
 
On a City Classic a single city and its surrounding areas are explored in the most optimum manner.  
This may include public transit, private taxi, private coach, and even walking when the attraction is very 
near by. 
 
On a Country Classic a much larger region of a state or states is explored and you are privately chauf-
feured in comfortable vehicles on your daily outings.   
 
The very nature of the experiences one has on either type of Classic dictates that the size of the group 
be intentionally limited so as to assure personal attention to detail and service.  Please request personal 
copies of detailed brochures today! 
 
We have a number of travelers who have enjoyed a different Classic Collection departure 3 or more 
years in a row, attesting to the quality and satisfaction of their experiences.  Some have gone “away” on 
more than one in a year. 
 
You will especially enjoy our Classic Collection style of travel if you like: 
 
  + Time to do “your own things” 
  +  Travel savings 
  +  Behind-the-scenes travel experiences 
  +  Being privately chauffeured or otherwise taken on daily outings 
  +  Unpacking and packing only once 
  +  Return each evening to quality “top-of-the-line” accommodations   
  +  Freedom of choice 
  +  Ethnic/area food choices 
 

 


